ARTISTS AND DAYDREAMERS BOTH CREATE FANTASIES

Artists and daydreamers both create fantasies, though the one is more imaginary and the other more real. Both artists and daydreamers bring into being in their imaginations things that do not exist in the physical world. Artists are able to make things that are not physically real, while daydreamers are able to imagine things that are not physically real. The artist is able to create things that are not physically real, while the daydreamer is able to imagine things that are not physically real.

Present 'Unicorn'

The idea of the unicorn is a common one in art and literature. The unicorn is a mythical creature that is said to be able to see things that are not physically real. The unicorn is often depicted as a white horse with a single horn on its forehead. The unicorn is often used as a symbol of the artist's ability to see things that are not physically real.

THE ILLUSION OF REALITY

The illusion of reality is a concept that is often used to describe the way that artists are able to create things that are not physically real. The illusion of reality is often created through the use of perspective and the use of light and shadow. The illusion of reality is often used to create the appearance of things that are not physically real.

YOU NEVER SAW

A more extraordinary 4 bedroom, 2 bath colonial. Hilltop site with sunset view. Large airy step down living room, 204 ft. paneled and fireplace family room, separate dining room and kitchen with built-ins. LAKE PRIVILEGES. Only 2 years old. $33,900.

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS

features homes such as this immaculate 3 bedroom "dream house" on 100 ft. Bloomfield site. Beautifully decorated. Library of foyer has built-in desk and shelves. Walk to Birmingham and public grade and high schools. $25,900.